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The Backyard Chicken Book
The Chicken Chick's Guide to Backyard Chickens covers all aspects
of keeping pet chickens in a beautifully illustrated, no-nonsense
format. Kathy addresses everything needed to keep chickens
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simply,
including
coops, chick care, breed selection, chicken health,
and beyond! Internationally known as The Chicken Chick, Kathy
Shea Mormino brings an informative style and fresh perspective on
raising backyard chickens to millions of fans around the world. An
attorney by profession, Kathy is the founder and one-woman
creative force behind her wildly popular and award-winning
Facebook page and blog, The-Chicken-Chick.com. Now her
practical, down-to-earth approach to chicken-keeping is available in
book form. Sharing her years of hard-earned experience and
collaborations with poultry veterinarians, nutritionists, and
professors, she provides simple steps to care for these uncommon
pets with confidence. Kathy’s personality permeates the book as
she guides newbie, veteran, and would-be backyard chickeneers
alike through all aspects of small-flock care—from getting into the
hobby to housing, feeding, egg production, health, and much more.
The result is accurate information presented in the fun and
abundantly illustrated format that Mormino has delivered on her
blog for years.

Fit Men Cook
Written in a direct easy-to-follow style, free of jargon, this book
concentrates on the key facts and essential 'must know' advice
necessary for keeping chickens as pets.

Happy Hens and Fresh Eggs
Expert advice on selecting breeds, caring for chicks, producing
eggs, raising broilers, feeding, troubleshooting, and much more.

101 Chicken Keeping Hacks from Fresh Eggs Daily
Your hands-on guide to modern chicken-raising methods Thinking
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chickens? You've come to the right place! This new
edition of Raising Chickens For Dummies provides the most up-todate, thorough information on the many aspects of keeping chickens
in your backyard. Inside, you'll find hands-on, easy-to-follow
instructions on choosing and purchasing chickens, constructing
housing for your birds, feeding your chickens for optimal health,
combating laying issues, controlling pests and predators, optimizing
egg production, and much more. Raising chickens on a small scale
is a popular—and growing—pastime. If you're interested in keeping
chickens as pets or as a source for eggs, Raising Chickens For
Dummies gives you plain-English explanations of everything you
need to know to about caring for chickens. Inside, you'll learn about
basic chicken biology, breeds, and behavior, which chicken breed is
best for you, how many you need, ways to spot healthy chickens,
how to build a chicken coop, best practices for mating your
chickens, how to incubate eggs, how to hatch and nurture chicks,
manage laying hens, collect and store eggs, and butcher meat birds.
Offers practical advice on choosing and purchasing chickens Helps
you construct the right housing for your chickens Provides tips on
feeding and caring for your chickens Includes top tips for raising
healthy chickens Whether you're a first-time poulterer or you've
been raising chickens for years, this comprehensive guide provides
practical how-to advice for keeping chickens in virtually any
backyard. Raising Chickens For Dummies (9781119675921) was
previously published as Raising Chickens For Dummies
(9781118982785). While this version features a new Dummies
cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product.

Storey's Guide to Raising Chickens
Introduce children to the life cycle of chickens from egg, to
hatching, and beyond with Let's Hatch Chicks!. Author Lisa Steele,
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Daily, shows the entire process in kid friendly terms.
In this book you’ll meet Violet, a plucky and fun-loving chicken.
Violet has an exciting secret to share with you: she’s ready to be a
mom! Join Violet as she keeps her eggs warm and protects them
from danger. See what happens each week as the chick grows inside
the egg. And when the new chicks arrive, that's when the fun begins
again! These baby chickens need a lot of help to get along in the big
world. They will need food, a new home, and sometimes a little
help from mama hen. Author Lisa Steele presents the exciting world
of chickens in an easy-to-understand, kid friendly way with actionpacked illustrations, a useful glossary, and fun chicken facts! Steele
runs the very popular chicken-keeping blog, Fresh Eggs Daily, and
also hosts a TV show on a PBS affiliate in Maine.

DIY Chicken Keeping from Fresh Eggs Daily
Welcome to a world where chickens and gardens coexist! Join Lisa
Steele, chicken-keeper extraordinaire and founder of Fresh Eggs
Daily, on a unique journey through the garden. Start by planning
your garden and learning strategies and tips for keeping your plants
safe while they grow. Plant with purpose, choosing from a dozen
plans for theme gardens such as Orange Egg Yolks or Nesting Box
Herbs. Or choose a design that's filled with edibles - sharing the
bounty with your family and your feathered friends. Then comes the
fun part: enjoy the harvest, even let the chickens graze! Lisa's
friendly writing, together with inspirational photos and illustrations,
will have you rolling up your sleeves and reaching for your
gardening tools. Lisa also covers a range of topics just for chickenkeepers, including: - Chickens and composting - Using chickens to
aerate and till - Coop window boxes - Plants to avoid when you
have chickens - Lists of the most valuable crops and herbs - Advice
on how to harvest and use many of the plants - And much more!
Whether you're an experienced chicken keeper, master gardener, or
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these two wonderful hobbies, Gardening with
Chickens is an indispensable guide for a harmonious homestead.

Click with Your Chick
Build a better life for your chickens! Join Lisa Steele, chicken
keeper extraordinaire and founder of Fresh Eggs Daily, to learn how
to build just about everything you might need for your coop, run, or
farmhouse kitchen. Whether you're a DIY novice looking for an
easy win or a more experienced builder looking for chicken-specific
projects, you've come to the right place! The chapters are packed
with a variety of ideas, covering every skill level: The Basics: Lisa
will tell you what tools you absolutely need, the ins and outs of
pallets, and a few special skills, like how to transfer lettered designs
to wood. Quick and Easy Projects: Get started with projects that
take minutes or hours, not days! From a decorative cutting board
coop sign and paned window coop mirror to more functional
projects like a clothespin herb drying rack and dropping board,
you're sure to find the right starter project. Handy Projects: Ready to
take on a slightly more challenging build? Try the removable coop
ladder roost, boot tree stand, feed dolly, chick-sized jungle gym, or
chicken-proof herb garden. Pallet Projects: What's better than DIY
projects? DIY projects made from free wood! Use pallets in all
forms (whole, partial, and boards) for the projects in this chapter.
Make a coop tool holder, chick roosting bar, swinging bench,
feeding station, coop shutters, compost bin, and so much more.
Weekend Projects: More time doesn't necessarily mean frustrating
or too difficult. The ambitious, yet easy-to-follow, projects in this
chapter include a sliding barn coop door, a-frame integration pen,
and a roadside egg stand. No matter what you need for the coop—or
what your chickens might want you to build first!—you're sure to
have fun as you create a coop and run that's the envy of your
neighbor's flock.
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The Chicken Whisperer's Guide to Zero-Waste
Chicken Keeping
Spoil your chickens and beautify your coop with 101 Chicken
Keeping Hacks from Fresh Eggs Daily. Join Lisa Steele, chickenkeeper extraordinaire and founder of Fresh Eggs Daily, on a behindthe-coop tour like you've never seen. Lisa has spent years figuring
out the best ways to keep chickens healthy, the natural way, and
she's collected more than just your average tips. 101 Chicken
Keeping Hacks from Fresh Eggs Daily includes simple ideas for reusing and upcycling old items, as well as detailed information on
using natural ingredients to enhance and improve your chickens'
lives without breaking the bank. This guide includes these handy
ideas and much more: Feeding: Try homemade scratch, growing
fodder, or frozen treats The Run: Make a chicken swing or DIY
scarecrow Chicken Health: Find ideas for boredom busters,
homemade salves, and herbal teas The Coop: Keep it clean with a
natural coop cleaner and make your own coop curtains The Garden:
Build an herb drying rack or brew a batch of chicken poop “tea” So
what are you waiting for? Make your chickens the happiest birds on
the block!

The Beginner's Guide to Raising Chickens
"This nuts-and-bolts guide to selecting and raising backyard
chickens offers everything a first-time keeper needs to know, from
the experts at the Urban Farm Store in Portland, Oregon"--Provided
by publisher.

How to Speak Chicken
The Backyard Chicken Handbook is an authoritative guide, from a
fourth-generation chicken keeper, bringing simple yet practical
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knowledge
covers all aspects of raising healthy and happy
chickens. This handbook covers: selecting the perfect chicken
breed, feeding your hens, healthy egg laying, chicken behavior
(including bullying) and how-to treat common chicken health
issues. The handbook is suited to both first time keepers and
veterans by providing varying degrees of detail to keep both readers
engaged. Full color photos and illustrations throughout provide
specific examples of chicken anatomy, health and behavior.

Permaculture for the Rest of Us
Get ready to jump into the world of chickens, one DIY project at a
time. Owning and raising chickens doesn’t have to be an expensive
hobby. With imagination, simple tools, and salvaged or bargain
materials, you can make everything your flock needs for their health
and safety. Buying a chicken coop can be a major expense. Follow
the steps provided in the book to retro fit an existing structure into a
chicken palace fit for the fanciest hens. Brooders, grow out pens,
and chicken runs can easily be pulled together and give your
feathered family a safe place to scratch and peck. If your chickens
want fun activities, create boredom busters with the directions for a
chicken swing, dust bath, outdoor roosts, front porches, and resting
perches. Are you planning to raise your own sustainable flock?
Building a nesting box area fit for the best broody is included. You
can even set up a maternity ward and brooder pen in the coop.
Dropping boards to dust baths, feeding stations to first aid, read and
learn the simplest ways to provide the infrastructure and fun that
your chickens need to grow and thrive. After all the project
building, and chores are done, treat your flock to a delicious
seasonal recipe with one of the recipes included. From beak to
talon, you’re ready to tackle the needs of your flock with 50 DIY
Projects you can create on a limited budget. Let’s get started!
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Chicken Soup for the Prisoner's Soul
Want to do your part in helping your local pollinators flourish?
Pollinator Friendly Gardening makes it easy. Are you interested in
growing a naturally healthy garden? How about making sure your
local environment helps bees, butterflies, and birds survive and
thrive? If you are a beekeeper, are you looking for the ideal plants
to keep your colony happy? Pollinators such as monarch butterflies
and bees are under threat, and more and more gardeners want to do
all they can to create a hospitable space for them. That's where
Pollinator Friendly Gardening comes in. It identifies the most
visible and beloved pollinators: bees, butterflies, and
hummingbirds, as well as some more unlikely candidates such as
ants, wasps, and beetles. It then explains the intriguing synergy
between plants and pollinators. This vital information makes it a
unique sourcebook to share the ways that anyone can make a yard a
more friendly place for pollinators. Plant selection, hardscape
choices, habitat building (both natural and manmade), and growing
practices that give pollinators their best chance in the garden are all
covered in detail. Plant lists organized by category, helpful tips, and
expert spotlights make it a fun and easy book to read too.

How To Raise Chickens
This book presents an effective training program to get
domesticated chickens to follow a variety of commands. Animal
behavior specialist Giene Keyes shows how to use the positive
reinforcement of clicker training to effectively manage your flock.

Chicken Keeping Journal - Egg Journal
The Chicken Whisperer’s Guide to Zero-Waste Chicken Keeping is
the first book designed to help chicken keepers keep chickens with
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and environmental impact. This essential guide
collects the Chicken Whisperer’s own personal tips, tricks, and
suggestions for reducing waste, re-purposing materials, and
recycling what can’t be reused. With this book, chicken keepers
will save money, improve production, support sustainability, and
use fewer resources overall. With the Chicken Whisperer's step-bystep insights and how-to secrets, your life with chickens will be
more fruitful, less expensive, and better for the planet.

Minimalism 101
Build a better life for your chickens! Join Lisa Steele, chicken
keeper extraordinaire and founder of Fresh Eggs Daily, to learn how
to build just about everything you might need for your coop, run, or
farmhouse kitchen. Whether you're a DIY novice looking for an
easy win or a more experienced builder looking for chicken-specific
projects, you've come to the right place! The chapters are packed
with a variety of ideas, covering every skill level: The Basics: Lisa
will tell you what tools you absolutely need, the ins and outs of
pallets, and a few special skills, like how to transfer lettered designs
to wood. Quick and Easy Projects: Get started with projects that
take minutes or hours, not days! From a decorative cutting board
coop sign and paned window coop mirror to more functional
projects like a clothespin herb drying rack and dropping board,
you're sure to find the right starter project. Handy Projects: Ready to
take on a slightly more challenging build? Try the removable coop
ladder roost, boot tree stand, feed dolly, chick-sized jungle gym, or
chicken-proof herb garden. Pallet Projects: What's better than DIY
projects? DIY projects made from free wood! Use pallets in all
forms (whole, partial, and boards) for the projects in this chapter.
Make a coop tool holder, chick roosting bar, swinging bench,
feeding station, coop shutters, compost bin, and so much more.
Weekend Projects: More time doesn't necessarily mean frustrating
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The ambitious, yet easy-to-follow, projects in this
chapter include a sliding barn coop door, a-frame integration pen,
and a roadside egg stand. No matter what you need for the coop—or
what your chickens might want you to build first!—you're sure to
have fun as you create a coop and run that's the envy of your
neighbor's flock.

Fresh Eggs Daily
This isn't a typical egg cookbook or guide to raising chickens, Epic
Eggs takes a deep dive on the eggs themselves and tells you how to
raise birds that will produce the best eggs you've ever seen. It may
be true that most poultry found on small homesteads or in
backyards especially are viewed as pets, but they are inarguably
pets with benefits--namely eggs. In Epic Eggs, homesteader and
writer Jennifer Sartell looks at the eggs of the most common types
of poultry you’d find in your backyard: chickens, ducks, geese,
turkeys, guineas, and quail. Don’t jump to conclusions! This isn’t
an egg cookbook or a guide to raising poultry. Jennifer delves into
the eggs themselves and explains reproductive systems, egg
anatomy, and how and why different colors are distributed to egg
shells. Jennifer will show you a variety breeds of birds, and what
sizes, shapes, and even colors of egg they produce; from white to
blue, brown, chocolate, olive, and speckled, plus heritage breeds
and how to breed for specific colors. Illustrated with fantastic color
photography of eggs and their birds, Epic Eggs goes on to address
how to optimize living conditionsand diet for the healthiest and
most-flavorful eggs, the process of grading and storing eggs, and
the eternal washing debate. There’s also discussion of nutrition,
baking, cooking, preserving, pickling, and dehydrating. The book
ends with advice for homesteaders looking to create business plans
and a section on troubleshooting.
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Proven Techniques for Keeping Healthy Chickens
Offers information on how to successfully care for and raise healthy
chickens.

A Chicken in Every Yard
An entertaining, authoritative guide to raising backyard ducks for
eggs and companionship. You'll also find tips on blending ducks
into an existing chicken flock and cooking with duck eggs
(including delicious kitchen-tested recipes).--

Keeping Pet Chickens
This special anniversary collection of has a double-dose of
inspiration - personal stories of how Chicken Soup for the Soul
changed lives, and the life-changing story itself! Twenty years later,
Chicken Soup for the Soul and its stories are still changing lives!
This special twentieth anniversary collection celebrates the power
of storytelling. Readers share their personal, inspiriting stories about
how a Chicken Soup for the Soul story made a difference in their
lives, paired with the life-changing story itself. It’s a double dose of
inspiration!

Chicken Soup for the Soul: Reader's Choice 20th
Anniversary Edition
Raising chickens teaches more than animal husbandry. It’s a handson chance to learn the character- and community-building principles
and practices that 4-H is all about. And, of course, it’s fun. This
easy-to-follow, illustrated guide introduces beginners to the basics
of how to raise chickens. Whether you’re a 4-H’r, a first-time
poultry owner, or a future egg farmer, The 4-H Guide to Raising
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selecting a breed to caring for chicks, from housing and fencing to
feeding and preventing or treating illness, the guide presents simple,
straightforward information about chickens of all kinds, raised for
pets, eggs, or meat. It also includes a glossary and list of resources.

The Urban Sketching Handbook: 101 Sketching Tips
With 101 family-oriented stories by hockey fans, hockey families,
and NHLers, this book will delight anyone who enjoys hockey,
whether in the backyard, in school, or at the professional level.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Hooked on Hockey is full of fun,
heartwarming and inspiring stories for hockey fans and families.
Family-oriented stories from everyday hockey players and fans, as
well as revealing personal stories from NHLers and hockey insiders,
will captivate readers.

A Kid's Guide to Keeping Chickens
When longtime illustrator and lover of power tools Lauren Scheuer
was looking for a project, she got the idea to raise backyard
chickens. Her husband and teenage daughter looked on
incredulously as coop sketches and chicken-raising books filled
their New England home. But when the chicks arrived, the whole
family fell in love with the bundles of fluff and the wild adventures
began. Once Upon a Flock: Life with My Soulful Chickens stars
Scheuer’s backyard chickens—with their big personalities,
friendships, rivalries, and secrets—and the flock’s guardian, Marky
the terrier. The flock includes Hatsy, the little dynamo; Lil’White,
the deranged and twisted Buff Orpington; Pigeon, the fixer-upper
chicken; and Lucy, the special-needs hen who bonds with Lauren
and becomes a fast friend. This charming story of Lauren’s life
with her quirky flock is filled with moments of humor and
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heartbreak:
Lucy is afflicted with a neurological disease,
Lauren builds Lucy a special-needs coop. When Lucy’s nesting
instinct leads Lauren to act as a chicken midwife of sorts, Lauren
hatches a chick in her home. And when Lucy’s best friend Hatsy
falls ill, Lauren finds an unlikely friend for Lucy in a chicken
named Pigeon, who requires an emergency bath and blow-dry.
Enthusiastically immersing herself in the world of her flock, Lauren
discovers that love, loss, passion, and resilience are not only parts of
the human experience, but of the chicken experience as well.
Throughout it all, Lauren documents the laughter and drama of her
flock’s adventures with her own whimsical photos and illustrations.
At once humorous, poignant, and informative, Once Upon a Flock
is a feathered tale like no other.

Backyard Chickens for Beginners
Today’s renaissance of the backyard flock is driven by a growing
desire for healthy organic ingredients, food security and animal
welfare—and while hunger might be “the best sauce,” a dash of selfsufficiency is remarkably satisfying too. As communities from
Victoria to St. John’s amend urban bylaws to allow backyard
flocks, more and more Canadians are enjoying the pleasures and
rewards of keeping hens in the garden. In addition to tending her
family’s flock as a child, Signe Langford has kept chickens in her
urban Toronto yard for almost a decade. Her book is stuffed full of
practical advice on keeping the garden both gorgeous and
productive and hens happy and healthy. In addition to answering
questions about coop construction, year-round egg production and
whether or not a rooster is really needed, she covers the best breeds
for backyards—from the Canadian winter-tough Chantecler to
peewee bantams to blue-egg producing Ameraucana. A selfadmitted “biomass addict,” Langford explains how hens are the
happiest garden helpers anyone could ever have. Give them kitchen
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them visit the compost pile: they’ll enrich and aerate
the soil, all while eating as many bugs as they can get their beaks
on. Langford also shares what plants should be scratched and what
to sow to support the flock—from edible flowers and foliage to a
hens’ herbal healing bed. In the kitchen, Langford tells why
coddling can be a good thing when it comes to eggs; how to saltcure yolks and how to dash off a classic French omelette baveuse.
From Blue Cheese and Caramelized Onion Tart to Vanilla Coeur a
la Crème with Blueberry Compote, Langford includes dozens of
simple and elegant recipes from her own kitchen, as well as from
celebrated contributors like Vikram Vij, Laura Calder, Ted Reader
and John Higgins. Illustrated with beautiful photographs,
illustrations and garden plans, Happy Hens & Fresh Eggs is sure to
become a favourite of avid and aspiring backyard farmers alike.

101 Chicken Keeping Hacks from Fresh Eggs Daily
Covering everything from feeding, housing, and collecting eggs to
quirky behaviors and humane treatment, Caughey’s engaging
advice helps children understand the best ways to care for their
chickens. Spark enthusiasm with creative activities like chicken
forts and a veggie piñata for the flock, and feed more than the
imagination with egg-centric dishes like Mexican egg pizza.

The Chicken Chick's Guide to Backyard Chickens
The fitness influencer and creator of the #1 bestselling Food &
Drink app, FitMenCook, shares 100 easy, quick meal prep recipes
that will save you time, money, and inches on your
waistline—helping you to get healthy on your own terms. We like to
be inspired when it comes to food. No one enjoys cookie-cutter
meal plans, bland recipes, or eating the same thing every day.
Instead of worrying about what to eat and how it’s going to affect
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should embrace food freedom—freedom to create
flavorful meals, but in a more calorie-conscious way; freedom to
indulge occasionally while being mindful of portions; and freedom
to achieve wellness goals without breaking the bank. In Fit Men
Cook, Kevin Curry, fitness expert and social media sensation with
millions of followers and hundreds of thousands of downloads on
his app, shares everything you need to live a healthy life each
day—from grocery lists to common dieting pitfalls to his ten
commandments of meal prep—as well as his personal story of
overcoming depression and weight gain to start a successful
business and fitness movement. This guide also includes 100+ easy
and flavorful recipes like Southern-Inspired Banana Corn Waffles,
Sweet Potato Whip, Juicy AF Moroccan Chicken, and many more
to help you plan your week and eat something new and nutritious
each day. With Fit Men Cook, you can create exciting, satisfying
meals and be on your way to losing weight for good. After all,
bodies may be sculpted at the gym, but they are built in the kitchen.

Backyard Chickens: A Practical Handbook to Raising
Chickens
A must-have for every backyard chicken keeper, Backyard
Chickens Beyond the Basics goes beyond introductory lessons and
explores the realities of raising a flock for eggs -- and
entertainment, of course! From odd eggs and molting to feeding and
preparing for the seasons, this book covers the subjects beginner
books don't adequately address and re-examines common
knowledge that may not actually hold true. It's a resource to turn to
time and again for expert advice to make sure your birds are happy,
healthy, and productive. Author Pam Freeman, an editor and "Ask
the Expert" columnist at Backyard Poultry magazine, draws on her
years of experience fielding reader questions to identify and clearly
explain many common - and some not-so-common - issues in
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How do you add new chickens to your flock?
What is the pecking order and how can you change or control it? Is
it better to raise chicks by hand or with a broody hen? What do you
do when you collect eggs and discover: lash eggs, calcium deposits,
soft eggs, eggs within eggs, or wrinkled eggs? In Backyard
Chickens Beyond the Basics, readers will find not just answers, but
a book full of "coop truth" that helps them continue on their
journey. Because as every chicken owner knows: Chickens are
individuals and real-life chicken keeping often takes you far from
the beaten path.

Pollinator Friendly Gardening
Best-selling author Melissa Caughey knows that backyard chickens
are like any favorite pet — fun to spend time with and fascinating to
observe. Her hours among the flock have resulted in this quirky,
irresistible guide packed with firsthand insights into how chickens
communicate and interact, use their senses to understand the world
around them, and establish pecking order and roles within the flock.
Combining her up-close observations with scientific findings and
interviews with other chicken enthusiasts, Caughey answers
unexpected questions such as Do chickens have names for each
other? How do their eyes work? and How do chickens learn?
Foreword INDIES Silver Award Winner

Gardening with Chickens
Beginning and intermediate chicken keepers don’t need to spend
hours poring through extensive manuals and thick books—Carissa
Bonham boils down chicken-keeping basics into 101 easy-tounderstand and easy-to-apply tips, tricks, and chicken hacks.
Advice ranges from learning how to grow your flock despite having
a broody hen to directions for making a nesting box herb blend that
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at bay and keep the coop smelling fresh. Other tips
will touch on: • Waiting for info from author • Waiting for info
from author • Waiting for info from author • And much more!
Having raised a variety of chickens both inside her home and with
the help of broody chicken moms, author Carissa Bonham is ready
to share her chicken-keeping advice with others looking to add the
joy of poultry to their lives. Her approach to chicken keeping
focuses on keeping hens happy using natural methods so you can
spend less time doing the dirty work and more time enjoying your
flock.

4-H Guide to Raising Chickens
Previously available only through free distribution to prisons, this
life-changing book is the result of charitable donations from sales of
Chicken Soup for the Christian Family Soul and gifts from
thousands of individuals.

Chicken Soup for the Soul: Hooked on Hockey
Whichever comes first for you, the chicken or the egg, this book
shows you what to do next. In this hands-on, easy-to-use
guidebook, longtime chicken breeder and poultry expert Christine
Heinrichs tells you everything you need to know to raise chickens
in your backyard—from laying out the yard and designing a coop to
choosing breeds, caring for chicks, egging, sexing, and butchering.
Whether you’re interested in rare breeds or the garden variety;
whether you want to show your chickens or serve them, this
brightly illustrated, clearly written guide will prove an
indispensable resource.

50 Do-It-Yourself Projects for Keeping Chickens
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Many of us want to increase our self-sufficiency, but few have
access to the ideal five sunny, gently sloping acres of rich, loamy,
well-drained soil. Jenni Blackmore presents a highly entertaining,
personal account of how permaculture can be practiced in adverse
conditions, allowing anyone to learn to live more sustainably in a
less-than-perfect world. With a rallying cry of "If we can do it, you
can too," she distills the wisdom of twenty years of trial and error
into a valuable teaching tool. The perfect antidote to dense, highlevel technical manuals, Permaculture for the Rest of Us presents
the fundamental principles of this sometimes confusing concept in a
humorous, reader-friendly way. Each chapter focuses on a specific
method or technique, interspersing straightforward explanations
with the author's own experiences. Learn how to successfully
retrofit even the smallest homestead using skills such as: No-till vs.
till gardening, composting, and soil-building Natural pest control
and integrating small livestock Basic greenhouse construction
Harvesting, preservation, and more Ideal for urban dreamers,
suburbanites and country-dwellers alike, this inspirational and
instructional "encouragement manual" is packed with vibrant
photographs documenting the author's journey from adversity to
abundance. Jenni Blackmore is a farmer, artist, writer and certified
Permaculture Design Consultant who built her house on a rocky,
windswept island off the coast of Nova Scotia almost twenty-five
years ago and has been stumbling along the road to self-sufficient
living ever since. A successful micro-farmer, she produces most of
her family's meat, eggs, fruit, and vegetables, in spite of oftenchallenging conditions.

Backyard Chickens Beyond the Basics
The book new chicken keepers will crow about. The Beginner's
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to Raising
Chickens makes it simple and easy to start
keeping these surprisingly smart birds right in your backyard. From
constructing coops to rearing chicks, you'll learn everything you
need to know to make sure your chickens stay happy and healthy all
year round. Which breed of chicken is right for you? What's the best
coop-bedding material? What sort of feed should you use? Let
expert chicken keeper Anne Kuo answer these questions--and many
others--in The Beginner's Guide to Raising Chickens. The
Beginner's Guide to Raising Chickens includes: All cooped
up--Create the perfect home for raising chickens using detailed
backyard coop designs and construction guides. From chickens to
eggs--Find out how to pick the right breed, raise chicks, collect
eggs, keep your birds safe from predators, and more. Learn to speak
bird--Start talking the talk thanks to an extensive glossary of
common chicken-keeping terms. Get your own flock started in no
time--The Beginner's Guide to Raising Chickens shows you how.

DIY Chicken Keeping from Fresh Eggs Daily
“If your garden fantasies involve chickens, Jessi Bloom is here to
make those dreams come true.” —The New York Times Many
gardeners fear chickens will peck away at their landscape. But you
can keep chickens and have a beautiful garden, too! In this essential
handbook, award-winning garden designer Jessi Bloom offers stepby-step instructions for creating a beautiful and functional space
while maintaining a happy, healthy flock. Free-Range Chicken
Gardens covers everything a gardener needs to know, from the
basics of chicken keeping and creating the perfect chicken-friendly
garden design to building innovative coops.

Vegetables, Chickens & Bees
Get Rid of Your Stuff and Feel Free! Do you often feel
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Lacking clarity because of all the clutter? The truth
isyou are not alone. We all struggle with organizing our life! I have
good news though: you don't have to be a powerless victim of
clutter any longer. With 'Minimalism 101', you'll get a step-by-step
system to take back control of your life. Get Your Copy of
'Minimalism 101' The goal of this book is simple: Simplifying your
life is the key to long-lasting happiness. That's why I will teach you
practical tips and tricks to (i) organize your home and life and (ii)
experience more joy with the things you keep. Minimalism is not
about living an ascetic life. Instead, it's about removing stuff so you
can create more space for the things you deeply care about. Why
You Should Check Out 'Minimalism 101' This book is divided into
3 parts: - Part I: Why Minimalism? In this first part, you will learn
what minimalism is, and why we accumulate so much stuff and
clutter. - Part II: How to Become a Minimalist. We'll get practical.
We'll talk about how you can adopt a minimalist lifestyle. And
you'll learn tips, tricks, and practical tools to declutter your home
and prevent it from clogging up again. - Part III: How to Stay a
Minimalist. Minimalist living isn't something you do just for a day.
In this last part, you will learn how to become a minimalist and stay
one. Here is what you will learn: - What is Minimalism? - Why do
we accumulate so much stuff? - The benefits of becoming a
minimalist - Where to begin with the minimalist lifestyle - First
steps for a Beginner minimalist - How to embrace minimalism in
your daily life - How to make minimalism a habit - And much
more! What's most important: I will take you by the hand and teach
you everything you need to know about the minimalist lifestyle.
Finally, as a FREE & EXCLUSIVE BONUS, you'll also get the
chapter 'What is Stoicism?' from my other popular book 'Stoicism
For Beginners'. The bottom line? If you apply what you will learn in
'Minimalism 101', your life will never be the same. So, buckle up
and get ready for the ride! Let's get started, shall we? Take action
now! Scroll to the top of this page and click the 'Buy Now' button.
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Free-Range Chicken Gardens
For anyone who's ever wanted to grow their own food, comes
gardening guru Carson Arthur's honest, and often hilarious, advice
for any and every skill level and space. Everyone appreciates the
glory of a fresh vine-ripened vegetable, but how do you
successfully grow your own? Nobody wants to see their vegetable
dreams die the tragic death of a #gardenfail! That is where Carson
Arthur comes in, with a wealth of knowledge to guide your
gardening decisions and set you up for success in any space.
Whether it's a backyard, a rooftop, a balcony or even just a window
ledge, this book has everything you need to know about sunlight,
space, soil, seeds, and setup. Six years ago, Carson bought a small
plot of land two hours outside of the city to try his hand at having
his own farm. As a gardener by trade, and with a childhood spent on
an apple farm, he had a little experience to back him up! Now he's
sharing all of that in Vegetables, Chickens & Bees. Carson provides
very real advice on how to choose the right garden for you, how to
prepare your dirt and seeds, and gives step-by-step guidance for 20
key veggies you can grow--as well as how to dodge the many
pitfalls out there (like checking about the locations of cable wires
and gas lines before you start digging up your yard.) Then he shares
his favourite recipes for those vegetables so you can have delicious
options for everything you grow. Also included are primers on
raising your own chickens and keeping your own bees.

Raising Chickens For Dummies
A small flock of poultry can supply all of the eggs your family
needs during the year. And, after your hens have completed their
egg-laying days, there will be meat for barbecuing or roasting.
Luckily, a small flock takes a relatively small amount of space and
is easy to manage. If yours is one of the growing number of families
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Chicken Book contains all the essential information for the
hatching, brooding, rearing, and managing family-sized poultry
flocks. The first step in deciding on a family flock is to determine
what breed may work best for your needs. For example, you can go
with a laying breed such as the White Leghorn that produces topquality eggs but provides little meat. Or, you could select a dualpurpose Rhode Island Red or New Hampshire that provides fewer
eggs but much better meat. In addition to helping you select your
type, this handy guide will also tell you what you need to know
about: Providing housing for home poultry flocks Rearing the
laying flock pullets Managing laying problems Fighting pests and
disease Raising other poultry such as ducks, turkeys, geese,
bantams, and guinea fowl Enhanced with full-color photos and
dozens of illustrations, The Backyard Chicken Book is the perfect
guide for the first-time poultry raiser.

Once Upon a Flock
Valuable, short guide for beginners on how to start a backyard miniflock of 2-4 chickens and get fresh eggs every day. Written by the
author of the best-selling Fresh Food From Small Spaces book, and
a former columnist for Urban Farm magazine.

Let's Hatch Chicks!
This Chicken Keeping Journal / Egg Journal helps you keep track of
your flock's info (birth date, first lay date, names etc) exactly which
eggs your chickens are laying each day (you can track the different
colors or just fill in the daily total), coop maintenance, chicken
health and treatments for illnesses, expenses and income, with
generous sections for notes so that you can personalize, specify, or
add info or sections to meet your needs. Fill in the portions you
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ones you dont, add additional records you need to
keep. Keep all your backyard chicken records in one convenient
backyard chickens book. This chicken / egg logbook makes a great
chicken gift for men, chicken gift for women, chicken owner gift,
chicken lover gift, funny chicken gift, pet chicken gift, chicken
birthday gift, or egg gift for the crazy chicken lady in your life!

Duck Eggs Daily
Master the challenges of drawing on location with this collection of
insider know-how and expert tips and techniques. Illustrator,
architect, and international workshop instructor and Urban Sketcher
Stephanie Bower has collected 101 of her best insider drawing tips,
hacks, and techniques and shares them in this fully illustrated,
portable book. Learn shortcuts to getting your perspective right,
determining your composition, and balancing your light and
shadow. This book collects many basic drawing techniques into one
handy volume: How to draw a great line Using ellipses to draw
arches How towers are like wedding cakes The importance of your
eye level line in sketching and 97 things more! The book also
features beautiful example illustrations from Urban Sketchers
around the globe! Whether you are new to sketching or are an
experienced artist, this book is chock-full of useful, practical, and
clever tips to take your drawing to the next level. The Urban
Sketching Handbook series offers location artists expert instruction
on creative techniques, on-location tips and advice, and an
abundance of visual inspiration. These handy references come in a
compact, easy-to-carry format with an elastic band closure—perfect
to toss in your backpack or artist’s tote.
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